center for the daily management of
agriculture." Leaving aside the bureaucratic delusion that a commission in
Prague could manage agriculture on a
day-to-day basis, another question
arises: what did this do to the Ministry
of Agriculture which even then was exerting incredible bureaucratic zeal and
energy to issue 1,000 directives per
day?
The party's Agricultural Commission and the government's Ministry of
Agriculture perform economic functions, but they are pohtical bodies,
and Novotny's edict typifies the pervasive duplication between the party's
administrative apparatus and the legally-constituted agencies of government,
and the casual way in which the former superceded the latter.
Were such practices effective
methods of leadership, or were they an
effective negation of leadership in that
they stifled the initiative and destroyed the autonomy of vital institutions that, in the case of elected representative assemblies, were supposed
to embody the popular will?
Here, too, there was too litde time
to elaborate answers, or to test them
in practice—only time enough in 1968
to indicate some general directions
toward a methodology by which the
party would lead and not supercede.
Ultimately Wheeler reverts to his
initial philosophical premise, one that
was propounded by Heraclitus 2,500
years ago: "All is flux, nothing stays
still." This does not mean social
motion is easy. Every status quo cultivates its own vested interests. Inseparable from any concept of change is a
constant conflict between old and
new, and what was new yesterday becomes old on the morrow. Unless one
views socialism, or any particular institution of it, at some historical standstill, then those truths apply to socialist society.
The great historic merit of the
Czechoslovak movement of 1968 is
that it indehbly posed those truths as a
challenge for all socialist countries, for
all partisans of sociahsm; that it dared
to propose quahtative changes that
contained the hope of hastening full
realization of Engels' prophecy that
"the seizure of the means of production by society" will mark "humanity's leap from the realm of necessity
into the realm of freedom."
•
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The Almanac
973 was a quietly significant year
for labor movements, both in this
country and in Europe. Chrysler
was hit by wildcat strikes, which
caught both the UAW and the auto
companies off guard. Der Spiegel, the
German version of Time, recently had
a cover story on wildcatting in the
auto industry over there. The drawnout, tenacious labor struggles of black
and white pulpwood cutters in Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida, and the
Chicano workers in the Farah pants
factory in El Paso, Texas, are helping
to transform both racial and labor relations in the deep South. Just when we
thought the union movement was
hopelessly captive to the blue Meanys,
it seems to be reviving—from the
bottom.
In Europe, the notion of workers'
control has begun to have an exciting
effect on labor actions. Elsewhere in
this issue, Andy Kopkind reports on
the extraordinary takeover of a watch
factory in Besancon, France, by its
employees. French papers recently reported that three large firms in bad
financial straits have been pressuring
the government for aid, warning that
dismissals of workers could lead to
new takeovers. In Liege, Belgium,
workers took over a bankrupt electrical appHance company, threatening
to blow up a whole district of their
town if they did not get assurances
from the government that their jobs
would be protected.
Last AprO, The Almanac devoted a
page to resource material about labor
movements old and new—back issues
are available horn Ramparts for $1.50.
The Economic Alternatives Program of
the American Friends Service Committee has put together an information
packet on workers self-management.
The packet costs a dollar and includes
articles on the history and future of
self-management in Europe and North
America. (Write: Workers SelfManagement Group, American Friends
Service Committee, 48 Inman St.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139.)

1

News of political work, including publications, films, slide shows, etc., should be addressed to The Almanac, RAMPARTS magazine, 2054 Universitv Ave.,
Berkeley,
California, 94704.
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If you're in the Boston area in
January, be sure to attend the first
national conference of worker's selfmanagement. Tlie conference, to be
held on the weekend of January
12-13, is sponsored by a group called
People for Self-Management. "People
. . . " was founded by students of Professor Jaroslav Vanek of Cornell, and
members of the Boston Area InterUniversity
Seminar
on SelfManagement. For details write Conference Director Mary Van Sell, 196
Erie Street, Apt. 2, Cambridge, Mass.
02139. For other information on
People for Self-Management, contact
Professor David Garson, Dept. of
Political Science, Tufts University,
Medford, Mass. 92155 (Tel. [617]
528-5000, ext. 350). Professor Vaneck
also puts out a People for SelfManagement Newsletter, which you
can get by writing him at the Department of Economics, Uris Hall, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N. Y. 14850.
[ASSASSINALIA]

Ten years have elapsed since JFK's
assassination in Dallas gave us our first
glimpse of the violence that has since
marked American politics. The article
in this issue, plus the movie review by
Maxwell Robach demonstrate that
major questions about the Dallas assassination are still unanswered. There's
plenty of work to be done, and a good
place to start is the article "The Assassination of JFK-an Annotated Bibliography," by Professor David R.
Wrone in the Autumn 1972 issue of
the Wisconsin Magazine of History.
ILAND REFORM]

If you liked Warren Weber's recent
article on Land Reform {Ramparts,
Aug-Sept 1973), you'll be interested in
a fine new newspaper called People
and Land. The first issue declared the
paper is "as yet of undetermined frequency," but a staff member suggests
it will probably appear quarterly. The
paper is very impressive—readable, attractive, full of good articles, as well as
hsts of readings and groups that deal
with land reform. It is put out by a
group called the Center for Rural
Studies, an affiliate of the National
Coalition for Land Reform. You can
get on the newspaper mailing hst for

free, but the National Coalition could
use a $10 contribution if you can
afford it. (Write: National Coalition
for Land Reform, 345 Franklin Street,
San Francisco, Calif. 94102).

[AMERIKA IN KOMICS]

Radical America, a usually serious
and scholarly publication, has devoted
its entire Fall issue to a cartoon rendition of the major events in American
history. Called the Underhanded History of the USA, the book was drawn
by Nick Thorkelson and written by
Jim O'Brien. The book somehow
manages to' present American history
as one long outrage, and makes you
laugh while doing it. Single copies of
the comic book issue cost 75 cents;
bulk rate, 60 cents for 10 or more.
(Write: Radical America, 5 Upland
Road, Cambridge, Mass. 02140.)
Another good book: R. H. Tawney
and His Times; Socialism as Fellowship
by Ross Terrill, published by Harvard
University Press. Tawney is known for
his scholarly masterpiece. Religion and
the Rise of Capitalism, but few know
of Tawney's life as a leading democratic socialist thinker. Terrill, himself
an activist in Australia, discusses
Tawney's thought-provoking vision of
community and socialist economy.
[BLOODY CHILE]

Alejandro Stuart, whose photographs of Chile appear in this issue, returned to the States with harrowing
tales of the days of terror in Santiago
after the coup. Stuart apologized for
not having been able to photograph
scenes like the bodies he saw floating
down the Mapocho River in Santiago;

by way of explanation, he produced a
bullet fired at him by the military
when he did try to photograph some
of the street action in Santiago from a
window. It barely missed its target.
Stuart had another close call when he
was arrested one afternoon, and found
himself in the cellar of the police station with his back against the wall, and
a gun in his belly. When he asked his
captors when he would be permitted
to leave, the answer was "never." He
fully expected to be executed on the
spot. But a few hours later, with no
explanation, he was released. Chilean
friends of his were not so lucky. (He
also reported hearing that hundreds of
young Campaneros died trying to
storm the headquarters of General
Pinochet, the leader of the junta.)
By the way, the NACLA "Latin
America and Empire Report," always
an excellent publication, has a superb
special volume out on the coup, including details on CIA teams stationed
down there. For NACLA's Chile: The
Story Behind the Coup write North
American Congress on Latin America,
Box 57 Cathedral Station, New York,
N.Y. 10025; or Box 226, Berkeley,
California 94701. For 1-10 copies, 75
cents each; 1049 copies, 60 cents
each, 50 or more, 50 cents a piece.
Postage: 25 cents for first copy, plus
10% of price for each additional copy.
-D.S. and T.Z.
STRESS
from page 41
["NOBODY IS SAFE"]

W

hat Bannon, ever a Ghibeline,
refuses to give up is the
hypothesis behind STRESS:
Catch those criminals, even when the
price of such eternal violence is our
liberty, or our life.
Wanton violence obviously is not
the only abuse inherent in such a concept. The STRESS record in its nondecoy operations, though not as jolting, is just as miasmic. Black ex-Gls,
who banded together to demand jobs
and other benefits, have been rousted
out of bed, frisked at gunpoint and
liad their apartments searched—
supposedly for weapons. Paroled exprisoners involved in prison reform
groups have been followed and
watched for indiscretions so they

could be sent back to the joint.
STRESS officers also have infiltrated
the auto plants to spy on saboteurs
and radical organizers.
To be sure, corruption of the
undercover technique is not new in
law enforcement circles. Yet STRESS
is taking it one step further, Uke putting elevator shoes on Big Brother.
Consider STRESS Crew Leader Virgil
Starkey, whose crew busted up a quiet
and quite-legal poker game in March,
1972. Starkey said the incident started
when he became curious about a man
he didn't know who entered a flat he'd
never seen-because the man looked
hke he was carrying a gun. The
STRESS officers broke into the flat
and found six guys dealing out a hand
of five-card stud. One nervous card
player allegedly took a shot at the intruders; Starkey and his crew fired
back. When the shooting stopped, one
card player was dead and another paralyzed. And by that time the STRESS
officers realized they'd crashed a
night-out for a bunch of out-ofuniform deputies from the Wayne
County Sheriffs Department. This
July the same VirgU Starkey was
among a select few Detroit cops
honored for meritorious police work.
"The point is," one critic says drily,
"that nobody is safe, not even their
own kind."
In Detroit, where for the past 30
months there have been more homicides per capita that anywhere else in
the country, at least one in every 100
has been committed by STRESS. Yet
what is really striking about STRESS
is that it represents the impotency of
big-city police departments to cope
with street crimes that stem from
poverty and narcotics addiction. Behind the Wyatt Earp bravado and flamboyant spelunking of STRESS lurks a
grim, gnawing reality: The cops can't
do their job.
"With units like STRESS, perhaps
we are beginning to see a glimmer of
liglit at the end of the tunnel," Commander Bannon wrote in the June
1972 issue of The Police Chief. But
STRESS is a desperate, reckless
move—a kind of "protective reaction"~to assert what police theoreticians still cherish but can no longer
believe: That cops can solve problems
which properly belong to the province
of state legislatures and Congress.
•
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THIRD SEX
from page 26
"Oh, haven't you heard," she said,
with a slight tinge of mockery in her
voice, "she and 'Ti-i-im' are going off to
Afghanistan together with Air." Then
slie laughed, and clutching my hand
and kissing me good-night, made her
exit.
[THE ANGELS OF LIGHT]

J

ason and Vanessa and I are sitting
around the kitchen table of their
Haight-Ashbury
commune,
gobbling up the last bits of a two-inthe-morning pizza bought with a
scrounged-up, end-of-the-month five
dollars, talking and laughing and putting away the quart bottles of Colt45.
We're all jabbering at once about how
this early morning beer and pizza reminds us of New York City. "Remember that deli on 2nd Avenue and . . .
oh God, at eleven on Friday nights
. . . . ' " This commune, which is generally made up of about six "rent
payers," three men and three women,
plus a fringe of family hangers-on, is
one of several San Francisco households who call themselves the Angels
ofLiglit.
Jason and Vanessa's commune is a
theatrical commune (they will tell you
first) held together not only by love
and community, but by the manic
energy drives of getting these free
shows together. And the nature of
their theater has evolved with the
people who are doing it. But the
Angels have been moving farther from
campy Dietrich torch-song "oldy but
moldy" numbers into an enchanted
and fairytale, bizarre and outer-space
realm of pansexual cosmic drag. Instead of doing a goof-off Jeanette
MacDonald number, now they line up
in bulging red tin foil cut-outs to do
the Dance of the Chili Peppers for
Jivey Chives, the outer-spaced French
chef, in the Kosmic Kitchen Show.
There's no more need, actually, for a
theater of sexual role confusion, because the sexes have pretty much already fused. The result is a mythical
theater of spectacle and movement,
close to the kind of theater envisioned
by Antonin Artaud and Jean Cocteau.
Changes, constant changing, that's
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what we're talking about over this
"combination" pizza. Girls aren't relegated into a second-class "fag hag"
position, as they tended to be with the
Cockettes, but are an equal and increasing part of the show and the hfestyle. One of the Angels, a husky
voiced blond bomb,shell of energy and
talent, just had a baby by a previously
"pretty much gay" father, and now
the baby is rocked back and forth on
stage during each performance, everj/one singing "Angel Baby, My Angel
Baby." Third-sex communes such as
this one have opened up whole new
possibilities for childraising, so that a
kid can have several mothers and
fathers besides its natural ones, who
are freed to explore other types of
pansexual loves expressive of the
phases they are going through, not
making them feel compelled to endure
an oppressive monogamy "just for the
sake of the children, dear."
Another change, Jason tells me, is
that the members of the neighboring
Good Earth commune, formerly
"macho to the tits," are now hanging
out of doorways making passes at
passing Angel boys. In this commune,
everybody has made it with everybody, boys and girls, girls and girls,
boys and boys. There don't seem to be
any jealously guarded lover relationships between the people here, just
"flings" that once flung, generally
mellow out into more mature and
occasional relationships. The women
here share as active a part as the men
in decision-making and household
chores, Jason says, "Everyone cooks,
everyone bakes, everyone does everything or sometimes no one does anything," but whether flying high on
creativity or partying, or slung low and
strung-out on drugs or inner tensions,
everyone is together. Allen Ginsberg
once remarked that he sees "the sexual
commune as an intelligent and spiritual way of life as against a kind of
dinosaur socialism run by a bunch of
spiritually and sexually perverted
Marxists." This commune is a case in
point.
Jason and I have been boyfriends
for a year now, off and on, so to
speak, and it doesn't feel awkward at
ail for us both to be sitting here at the
table talking with Vanessa, who was
his girlfriend for a long while. It feels
good and whole. Jason has been
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through a lot of changes in the past
year: back to his old name from the
drag name Bella Donna he used a year
ago; back to blue jeans and Indian
kurti's from the shredded black net
hose of those days; back to a soft
blond beard and increasing selfcontrol. For a long time he lost the
boy in himself to discover and express
the girl; she was hot, she was outrageous. Then he ached through a flip-out
reversal change, wearing T-shirts and
work boots, not really sure of himself
or anything, or being a boy or a girl,
until he could piece back together the
broken image of his masculine identity, shattered by an all too typical
American family pushing him through
the emotional horror show of an all
too typical American high school in
Rochester. Now the two sides of him,
the masculine keep-things-together and
walk-proud, and the feminine, soft,
sensitive, and flamboyant, flow in a
natural balance.
Jason is only 20, and has lived
longer and deeper than many people
twice his age: his days as a peroxided
male hustler in New York, mental
hospitals, de-tox cHnics, and ripped
panty-hose drag queen days in an attic
room with Hybiscus when he first
came to San Francisco. Vanessa is
almost 26. With a wild shock of henna
hair, she swabs herself in rainbow silks
and velvets, wears a gold ring in her
nose, and walks with the combined
grace and toughness of someone
waltzing through a fairy tale while
simultaneously shoving through a rushhour subway door. She's a unique
blend of the cuddly and the brash, the
little girl's teddy bear and the HeyMack-woman-who's-been-around. Her
accent alone gives her story away:
Brooklyn. There, she wore lipstick,
stockings, and oh the smartest little
pump high heels, and there she got
married: "You should see the wedding
pictures, with me all in white, you
know, cutting the cake and all that,
it's a scream!" For three years she was
a Navy-wife, partly in Bermuda, doing
the Whole Trip, she says, "cooking and
washing and playing house, but at the
same time I was heavy into politics,
and turned up for all the demonstrations in D.C. and New York, I was a
Navy wife member of the S.D.S.,
working with the anti-military off-base
newspaper. Really weird. Then

Angels of Light: Jack, Hybiscus, Tahara

DuPont Circle, 1967, I think it was,
the first day of national protest against
the war, I dropped acid for the first
time, and after that, there was no
going back to the PX." Timothy Leary
once claimed that LSD could "cure"
homosexuality, but listening to
Vanessa, I realize how much heterosexuality it's managed to "cure" also.
"I got more into radical poHtics, and
then heavily into Women's Lib. 1 mean
I found out there was this whole
other, masculine side of me that I was
never allowed to know before, and I
couldn't suppress it anymore. Shaving
my legs and playing housey-poo with
some uptight, sexually straight guy
was just .. ." She doesn't finish the
sentence. It's easy to fill in.
The relationship between Jason and
Vanessa, once very loving and protective, occasionally explodes now with
tensions, mute silences, and all-out
screaming bitch sessions. On one level,
they admit, they have a negative image
connection, which draws them together but keeps them battling with
past parent fantasies. "It's just that she
reminds me so much of my mother
sometimes," Jason explains, "so redhaired and bossy and demanding, that

I want to haul off and hit her, and
when 1 do, that reminds her of her
father, who always used to beat up on
her, so it goes round and round." Then
they take refuge in girlfriends and boyfriends and soUtude.
"1 just wrote a letter to my husband and told him I'm a dyke,"
Vanessa laughs, pouring us out another
round of Colt45. "No, 1 didn't say it
hke that, really, I just explained that I
sleep with girls sometimes now and
that it is part of me and that I won't
repress it and that if he can't accept
that about me, well, then he can't
accept me. He's a hippie now, I mean,
with long hair and into dope and
music and Everything, but really
straight macho uptight. He wrote me
he is coming out to 'Frisco because he
needs to see me but I just wanted to
prepare him, you know, let him know
about this whole gay part of me and
my friends before he gets here. I want
to bring him Out. He really needs it."
I wink at Jason, "Is he cute?"
"Yessss... ," Vanessa purrs. "Well, he
won't stay straight if he stays in this
house very long," Jason smiles, swallowing his last bite of pizza, "I can
promise you that. Miss Vanessa."

[A STRIPPING OF GEARS]

R

aymond and Gregory Pickup and
I are up on their studio loft on
>.the top floor of the United
Black Artists' Cooperative in San Francisco. The walls are all one big glittered and coUaged scrapbook of familiar Cockette, Angel of Light, pop-star
and third sex scene faces, bodies and
names meshed in a gleaming funkbaroque fresco that covers almost
every square inch of the studio. Everywhere there are shelves of labeled reels
of tape and film, stacks and stacks of
pancake film cannisters, sphcers, projectors, cross-wires, microphones,
amps, plug-ins: the whole innersanctum of a film screening and production center. The higher I get on the
joint being passed around, the more
the loft strikes me as a cross between
the Sistine Chapel and Andy Warhol's
Factory. The Sistine Factory.
Most of the people I know in San
Francisco have at one time or another
either lived, passed through or passed
out at Gregory's studio, and the whole
time Gregory and his partner, Gregory
Sherman, and Raymond have been
patiently filming, recording, editing,
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and finally creating their film version
fantasy-documentary (the lines blur)
about the third sex. This film is to be
released soon and will be called Tricks.
"Tricks," Gregory wants to make
clear, "not only meaning someone you
pickup and bring home to fuck but
magical tricks, illusions, sexual and
esthetic." The film stars Hybiscus,
who set the world on fire by starting
the Cockettes and Angels of Light,
Allen Ginsberg, who has been for
almost two decades now the Wlititmanesque poet-shaman and hberator of the
jammed American libido, and features
original songs and lyrics sung by
Country Joe Mac Donald. It seems that
Ginsberg has been the dreamer, and
Hybiscus the full realization of his
dream: the true androgyne, a breathing, seething page of illuminated
Blake.
Raymond, the film's art director, is
a small, extremely delicate, exquisitely
beautiful boy of Shanghai colonial
descent who grew up in Lisbon. When
I first met Raymond three years ago,
he had long straight black hair down
past his waist and moved with a feline
grace 1 had seldom seen in a boy. He
was married to Linda, a five-foot-ten
no-nonsense Texan, and lived with her
and her daughter in the Haight. They
had been married for about three
years, most of which they spent sitting

around the kitchen table, stringing
dazzling beaded neckpieces, vests, and,
once for Tina Turner, a whole beaded
dress, to shimmer with the shakes of
her act. They also held Open Parlor
from 10 P.M. to 5 A.M. for the nightdrifters of the early Haight. But it was
no secret that their marriage was not
exactly what would be considered now
a "liberated" one. Once, Raymond
says, he was just sitting there while a
male friend stroked his hair and Linda
barged in shrieking, "Look, I'm the
policeman on these premises, and no
one messes with my husband while I'm
in control." And she was in control. "I
washed the dishes, kept the house
together, played daddy to her daughter, while she sat there and Held
Court. If someone spilled a cup of
coffee, it was always, 'Raymond, find
a sponge and wipe this up, dear.' "
Henpecked? Raymond had other girlfriends before Linda, but was anxious
to get into a gay experience, "so once
when Linda went back home to visit
her parents in Lubock, I didn't miss
the opportunity to make it with somebody else, another boy. I phoned her
and told her and she completely
freaked. 'On our very bed, Raymond,
how could you, on our bed." That
ended the marriage bond, and happily
for Raymond, his submissive role as
husband, houseboy and father.

Peter, Dorothy, Country Joe, David, Gregory, Jeremy.
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When I first met Gregory Pickup a
few years ago, I knew him as the boyfriend of a close friend of mine, and
the category Gay had clicked in my
mind, just as the category Married had
clicked when I first met Raymond.
Now my mind doesn't mechanically
slot people into categories anymore:
its gears are stripped by too many
sudden shifts. Gregory is a handsome
very boyish man, at heart really a kid
playing with his new electric toys, but
forced into the grown-up milieu of
contracts and lawyers as he races
around with an executive air in a faded
Bob Dylan t-shirt. Now he has a girlfriend, Esterling, a charming, warm
and relaxed "country girl," who seems
to be a good counterpart for a highstrung film-maker. "You see," Gregory
starts in, "my whole upbringing was
gay. I went to Public School at Sedbergh in England, and the movie / /
doesn't begin to show half of the sex
scenes that go down in places like that.
My first love was Meyrick, a boy in the
Lower Form, and then I lived with this
maniac lover Carl, who among other
things, turned me onto junk. One
morning 1 woke up and this cat was
dragging a dead bird across my chest.
Well, it was all toooo bizarre, Carl,
junk, dead birds. Then I was lovers for
a whole year with, you know, David
Meadows, who introduced me to
Hybiscus and the whole scene here in
San Francisco, but he's too busy now
playing the Pretty Boy on Polk Street
and running around the world chasing
the Rolling Stones. He flipped out
when Robin, my first girlfriend,
moved in here with me, couldn't stand
her, but then neither could I.
"Esterling is real for me. There can
be tensions if I sleep with other boys
but, hell, so does she. She doesn't tell
me about it and I really don't want to
know." I ask Gregory if he thinks it's
possible for a pansexual person like
himself to live with a completely onesided, straight person. "No, not at all.
A lot of guys are just getting into girls
because they're meeting girls who
sleep around with other girls, which
makes them feel free and secure
enough to sleep with other boys when
they want to." Gregory has somehow
reached the open plateau of the third
sex through the chaotic making of
Tricks, which is, he admits, if not his
first love, his real obsession.

["REACH OUT . . . IT'S HERE"]

T

he tape is still spinning, but I'm
not talking. My mind is whirling
through Escher landscapes of
memories trying to find a right-side-up
perspective on all of this. I can see the
deserted, forlorn stage in front of
Gregory's studio where Hybiscus' first
shows were held, now as ghostly and
littered as the Fillmore at three in the
morning; I see Hybiscus huddled up in
a jilaba at my house on the river
typing out lyrics for a New Orleansy
Cotton Club Cabaret; I see Allen
Ginsberg in drag with a green wig
pounding out on his harmonium a
hypnotic Blakean song: "Merrily,
merrily, we welcome in the year," as I
dance nude with the others, swaying
side to side with the mantra; I see the
moon-struck eyes of Karen, who met
me the first time that night, coming up
to the side of the stage to ask, "Who
are you, what kind of creature, what
kind of world . . . ?; and I hear the
birth cry of Orion, the star-child, being
born, hear the happy jabbering of
Christina's Air. The third sex. Has it
only been happening in some back
room of our mind, under the celluloid
and glittered ceiling of the Sistine
Factory; is it, as certain evolutionists
project, the wave of the future, or
with "David and Mick and Janis and
Bette," just the media splash of today?
Country Joe MacDonald walks into
the studio. He's smiling and friendly,
but hasseled by a day of dealing with
promoters and managers. He's worked
closely with Gregory and Raymond on
the musical soundtrack for their
movie. In one of Joe's latest concerts
in New York, he performed in drag.
Now he's come over to screen a movie
made of him doing a concert three
years ago in Copenhagen. Three years
ago! There he is, with modish short
hair, wearing a red, white and blue
spangled costume, singing in front of
an over-sized American flag to crowds
of cheering, young Danish faces:
Hold on, it's coming
Hold on, it's very near
Hold on, it's coming
Hold on, it's nearly here
A momentary throw-back, a three-year
old bit of nostalgia that jilts my head
back into perspective. I remember
four years ago sitting together with my
"old lady" under an American flag

window curtain on a mattress in our
apartment in New York Ustening to
Country Joe and the Fish: "One, two,
three, what are we fighting for . . . ?"
feeling at the time, yes, there's all this,
but much more, wondering where to
begin to find the wholeness that
seemed missing, but that wasn't all in
political movements, wasn't all in
drugs or religion or life-styles.
I glance around the room now, at
Raymond on the telephone, at
Gregory thumbing through photographs, at Joe collecting his film, at
my own reflection in a sliver of mirror,
at all the hundreds of faces beaming
down at me from the wall collage. The
room is smiling back at me with the
sudden illumination that androgyny,
as a manifestation of sexual and therefore pohtical anarchy, is at the very
root of all that the counter-culture has
been striving to become, that everything so far has been a step in this
direction of discovering, and of realizing the Acid Flash male-and-female
One Body free-for-all of our humanness. And that a liberation that begins
so closely and so deeply at the vital
centers of our head, crotch and heart,
at the tips of our fingers and the ends
of our moppy, androgynous, anarchistic hair, can't help but ripple
farther and farther outwards, past all
systems and ideologies, an expansion
that no government can stop because
our worst oppression is our own repression. The embittered words of the
Marquis de Sade to Marat in Peter
Weiss' play come to mind, that until
we can free ourselves from the locked
cells of our own bodies, "all your revolution remains only a prison mutiny to
be put down by corrupted fellow
prisoners."
Three years. That's how long I've
known most of these people, that's
how long, through all the Norman
Mailer and Germaine Greer spitball
fights, the Gay Activist Forums, the
parades and pamphleteering, the partying and the pain, the shows and the
showdowns, that's how long I've been
moving, it's been moving toward . ..
the third sex. It's here. Hold on,
funky, sexy, man-woman real ones,
hold on Karen and Carlos, hold on
Valerie and Christina, Jason and
Vanessa, Gregory and Raymond, Allen
and Hybiscus, you, everybody. Hold
on. Reach out. It's really here.
•
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Israleft News Service
p. O. BOX 9013
JERUSALEM, ISR^^EL
Israleft News Service, published bi-weekly, is
a non-profit project of members of SIACH
(Israeli New Left) in Jerusalem. ISRALEFT
covers that part of the Israeli scene usually
minimized or totally ignored by the establishment media and constitutes a vital counter
source of reliable information on the activities
and thinking of all left-opposition groups and
peace forces in Israel.

FEATURES • Israel's Drive for Annexation
• The Fight Against the Occupation • Authoritative Statements of Left Groups • Israel's
Black Panthers • The Economy: Developments
in Israeli Neo-Capitalism • Wages — Profits —
The Strike Movement and Defense of Rights
of Labor • Coverage on Critical Response to
Current Events • Protest Actions and Demonstrations • The Women's Movement • Political
Conflict in Ruling Circles • Human and Civil
Rights • The Student Movement. . . and other
central developments in Israeli Society

SUBSCRIPTIONS

• ALL SUBS ARE FOR FULL THREE OR
SIX MONTH SERIES
• SUBSCRIPTION RATES INCLUDE
. AIRMAIL POSTAGE
• CHECKS ARE TO BE MADE OUT TO
ISRALEFT NEWS SERVICE
• BACK ISSUES BY SPECIAL REQUEST

U.S. & CANADA $15 for 6 months (12 issues)
$ 8 for 3 months ( 6 issues)
EUROPE $ 13 for 6 months (12 issues)
$ 7 for 3 months ( 6 issues)
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THE NEW YORK TIMES:
" A b o r t i o n : A Woman's
Guide,' is a straightforward, simple and sensitive handbook."

TIME MAGAZINE:
'Written with unusual insight and c o m p a s s i o n
[for] women contemplating abortion."

abortion:
A Woman's Guide by Planned
Parenthood of New York City
$2.95 paperback, $5.95 cloth
At all bookstores or direct from
Abelard-Schuman, Ltd.
257 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10010
An bte4 Publisher 0
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PERSONALS
ORIENTAL INTRODUCTIONS! Glossy
photographs, descriptions, brochure, questionnaire, details, $1.00. Inter-Pacific, Box
304-RT, Birmingham, Michigan 48012.
BIRTH CERTIFICATE, Baptism, Marriage,
Divorce. High School, College Diplomas.
Wills, Driver's License, Power Attorney,
Lease, Building Contract, Karate Expert,
Press Correspondent, Investigator, others.
Any 3-$l, 7-$2. (Catalog 25c, applies next
order.) Legal Forms, Dept. 289, Box 554,
Farmington, MI 48024.
Insurance offered altruistically. Auto, tenants
and all other lines. G. D. "Jack" Martin,
415-632-2211, 6736 MacArthur Blvd., Oakland, Ca. 94605. California residents only.
SLEEP-LEARNING-HYPNOTISM! Books,
tapes, equipment. Strange catalog free. Autosuggestion, Box 24-RM, Olympia, Washington 98501.
"I'M OK, YOU'RE OK"? Now join a low
cost TRANSACTIONAL A N A L Y S I S
THERAPY GROUP. (212) 595-1022.
CONTRACEPTIVES FOR MEN—by mail!
Eleven top brands—Trojan, Conture, Jade,
and many more. Three samples: $1. Twelve
assorted samples: $3. Free illustrated catalogue with every order. Plain package assures privacy. Fast and reliable service. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded in full. POPLAN, Box 2556-RAClO,
Chapel Hill, NC 27514.
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ORIGINAL TELEVISION CUE CARDS.
Unique gift-nostalgia-souvenir. Specify shows/
stars. 3/$3.50. TVQ, Box 1350R, Studio
City, Calif. 91604.
ADULT SEXUAL GAME: Encounter Discussion, $6. Descriptive brochure free. Dare
Today: Nothing Sacred, Box 698-A, NYC
10011.
BUMPER STRIPS, POSTERS
BUTTONS & T-SmRTS
IMPEACH NIXON Bumperstickers, 4/$l.
Sweatshirts, $5.00. T-shirts, $3, sizes: small,
medium, large, X-large. WATERGATE
BRACELETS — high-style nickel silver.
Mitchell, Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean,
$3.95 ea. BUMPERSTICKER: Box 3893-R,
IVIerchandise Mart, Chicago 60654.
NO AMNESTY FOR NIXON stickers, 18"
X 3", 5/$l, 100/$10, 1000/$50. N.A.F.N.E.,
Box 804, Adelphi, Md.
FUCK HOUSEWORK: illustrated poster,
$1.50 . Roach clip beaded earrings, $1.00.
2' artificial marijuana plant, $2.25. Free catalog. S-T Mailorder, Box 1885, Ann Arbor,
Mich. 48106.
NIXON BUGS ME. Bumperstrips, 3/$1.00;
Buttons, 3/$l. Mayo, 1015 Fairfield Beach
Rd., Fairfield, CT 06430.
IMPEACH
NIXON:
IMPEACHMENT
WITH HONOR; NIXON . . . GODFATHER IN THE WHITEHOUSE. (Buttons)
3/$!., I2/$3, BUTTONS: Box 3893-R, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 60654.
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Meet a Harper's f
He's turned on and tuned in to the best
reading in America. So he reads Ramparts,
and books—lots of books— artd Harper's
Magazine.
Why? Because hie knows that it takes
brains and guts, talent and time, faith and
skepticism to produce a great magazine
every month.
It takes the same virtues to read it, to
understand it, to heed its constructive
criticism. It takes a lot for this quid pro
quo. YOU, FOR INSTANCE?
Perhaps you pride yourself on having an •
open mind. But do you have it? Really!
You like intellectual challenge, stimulation, the inner pleasure of a new thought
—however alien. But if it questions—with
intelligence, perception, and understand-
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ing—if it really questions some of the If so, then you'll enjoy the new Harper's,
basic "truths'' you hold as self-evident, ^ ^ p yy^'LL MEET YOU HALFWAY
will you admit the thought?
Send me the next 8 months of
Harper's for only $2.84. That's half
the regular subscription price and
$5.16 off the newsstand price.
Double my savings. Send 16 months for
only $5.68.
D Bill me
n Payment Enclosed.
225
Name

The Editors want to help you make sense
out of what's making news. And the publisher will pay half the freight if you'll go
halfway too.

D

AddressCity
State.

.Zip_

Harper's Magazine
2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Thecouponlat the leftican bring you the
next eight months of Harper's for only
$2.84, payable later if you like. That's
half the regular subscription price for the
same eight Issues.
Try it. If you don't like it, cancel and you'll
get a full refund for all unmalled copies.
That's a promise. And a guarantee.
Fill in and mail the coupon today— Tomorrow you'll be wiser for it.
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MAIL ORDER PRODUCTS
Hand - carved BLOCK - MEERSCHAUM
PIPES at 50% SAVINGS. Satisfaction
GUARANTEED. Free Catalog; S. L R.,
Dept. "R", P. O. Box 629, Levittown, Pa.
19058.
WATERGATE DART GAME — Silk
screened photo reproductions of the alleged participants on the face of the hoard.
Recieve bonus points for hitting the individuals deemed most responsible. Only $7.95.
Shabob Gifts, Dept. A, 211 Maple Street,
Denton, Texas 76201.
ALL THAT WATERGATE CRAP and
nothing to show for it? Here's something
appropriate — a clear plastic papervv'eight
containing lumps of genuine sludge from
the sewers of Washington and the bowels of
the Administration. Fully sanitized. $5.00.
Box 1296, Arlington, Va. 22210.
WATERGATE DART GAME. Throw darts
at alleged participants on a 16" square dart
board. Complete with 6 velcro-tipped darts.
$8.48. EH Gardner Dept. 49, 1625 Stanford Avenue, Redondo Beach, Calif. 90278.
F R E E C A T A L O G ~ BLOCK MEERSCHAUM PIPES. Save 60% on hand-carved
cool smoking beauties. Conner Imports, Box
9574-Rl, San Jose, Calif. 95157.
EMPLOYMENT & BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

MIDDLE EAST Research Information Project: literature, speakers, monthly review. Box
48, Cambridge, Ma. 02138.

PROSTITUTION: A NON - VICTIM
CRIME? A pamphlet with a Feminist perspective by Women Endorsing Decriminalization. 50c. W.E.D., P.O. Box 940, Berkeley 94701.

FRESH Cahfornia Fruit Gift Packs sent
anywhere in U.S. Fast. Inexpensive. Finest
fruits of Farmers' Market in Los Angeles.
Send for brochure. LARRY'S, Box 486,
Davis, CA 95616.

PERSONAL LIBERATION AND WORLD
CHANGE. Extraordinary books, pamphlets,
posters. Free catalog: Times Change Press,
Penwell-E, Washington, N.J. 07882.

TAPES, CASSETTES, RECORDS, MUSIC
FREE 200-PAGE CATALOGUE. 1,400 New
Stereo Recordings. Renaissance, Baroque,
Classical, Romantic, Modern music. Not sold
in stores. Not listed in Schwann's. Highest
quality! Budget label prices! Available only
by mail! MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY,
Box 932RA, New York, NY 10023.

CO-OPERATIVE ISOCRACY, eliminates
Rotten Politics. The Plan 25 cents p.p.:
Pedersen, Box 803, Seeley, Calif. 92273.
GAY? Subscribe to G.P.U. NEWS, "one
of the nation's finest gay publications." $3
per year., c/o Gay Peoples Union, P.O.
Box 90530, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202.

ALL EASTERN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & Accessories. Finest quality, most
unique anywhere. Catalog. Qalandar, Box
172, Glendora, Ca. 91740.

MAGAZINES FROM CHINA, subscriptions: China Reconstructs $3; Peking Review $4; China Pictorial $3; Chinese Literature $3. FREE
CATALOG.
CHINA
BOOKS & PERIODICALS (3 locations)
2929 24th St., San Francisco, Calif. 94110;
125 5th Ave., New York 10003; 900 W.
Armitage Ave., Chicago, 111. 60614,

EDUCATIONAL ALTERNA'HVES
& OPPORTUNITIES
"MENDOCINO a la Franfaise" — Fireside
Classes, French Food, Nature Walks, Cozy
Lodgings, $45/wkend. Box 453, Mendocino,
CA 94560. 707-967-5647.

PUBLISH your book! Join our successful
authors: publicity, advertising, promotion,
beautiful books. All subjects invited. Send for
free manuscript report and detailed booklet.
Carlton Press (Dept. VO), 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10011.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS

STUFF ENVELOPES, $25 hundred Immediate earnings. Beginner's Kit, $1 ' (refundable). Lewcard, R392A, Brea, Ca 92621.
EXCITING OVERSEAS JOBS. Travel, Adventure. Directory $1.00. Order today! Research Associates, Box 889-RT, Belmont,
California 94002,
QUALITY MEDICINE IN THE COUNTRY. We've got it—a prepaid, comprehensive health care program located in the beautiful Appalachian Mountains. Central primary care clinic adjacent to 220 bed hospital; six rural outreach centers; reliable
home care nursing. Stress on team approach:
M.D.'s, D.D.S.'s, P.A.'s, Nurse Practitioners, R.N.'s, Social Services, Community
Health Aides, Transportation Service, work
together to provide high quality, low cost,
community oriented family health care,
with emphasis on prevention. We need Family Practitioner / Internist / G.P., OB/GYN,
P.A. Good local specialist referrals, hospital
privileges; channels to large medical centers. Asking 2/3 to full time. Feeling for
people, concern for present state of health
care system essential. $20,000-$30,000 with
many fringes, including malpractice insurance and educational leave. Send resume to:
Dr. John I. Betinis, Mountaineer Family
Health Plan, Inc., P.O. Box 1149, Beckley,
West Virginia 25801.

CREATIVITY IN ACTION — unique
monthly Newsletter, shows techniques for
getting more creative ideas and stimulating
your imagination for effective and creative
action. Sample issues $1.00. Satisfaction
guaranteed to subscribers. Box 272-B, East
Hills, N . Y . 11576.

PROFITS! $ in household items! Hobby that
could bring free trip around the world or
$50,000! Report tells how. $1.00. EH Gardner Dept 56, 1625 Stanford Avenue, Redondo
Beach. CaUf. 90278.

CHESS-BY-PHONE, free dialing, Chess Unlimited, Box 531, Hillsboro, Oregon 97123.
FINE QUALITY MAGNETIC CHESS
SET. Measures IV2" x 8". Special, only
$4.95. Shabob Gifts, 211 Maple St., Denton, Texas 76201.

ALPHAPHONE® headset—brainwave trainer. Free literature. Aquarius Electronics. Box
627-V, Mendocino, Cahf. 95460.
CLASSIFIED RATES

Per Word (Single Insertion)
15-word Minimum
55c
Per Word 3 Consecutive Times in
One Contract Year
50c
Per Word 6 Consecutive Times in
One Contract Year
45c
Per Word 12 Consecutive Times in
One Contract Year
40c
Payment in Advance
Classified Ads
RAMPARTS
2054 University Ave.
Berkeley. Calif. 94704

FREE: Indispensable, illustrated catalog of
unusual items relating to neo-Nazism, Fascism, and the Right-wing. National Information Center, Box 21, Springfield, Mass. 01101.
WATERGATE'S NOT WATER! It's cesspool of CAPITALISM BESPATTERING
US. We need SOCIALIST RECONSTRUCTION! Why? What? How? Send depreciating
$2.00 for 6 issues of "THE SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC," or free sample copy, to Box
825-A, N.Y., N.Y. 10010. Now!

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE
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Please include a
Ramparts address
label whenever
you write us about
your subscription.

ATTACH
LABEL
HERE

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
D 1 Year (12 issues)
n 2 Years (24 issues)
D New Order

CHESS

BIOFEEDBACK

ACUPUNCTURE TRAINING MANUALS,
books, charts, instruments and supplies catalog! Yuang, Box 219W, Toronto, Canada
M6M 4Z2.

PIRG DIRECTOR. Indiana Public Interest
Research Group seeking a take-charge individual with experience in administration
and organizing of Nader-type activities. Salary $8,000-$10,000. Submit resume to InPIRG, 703 E. 7th St., Bloomington, Ind.
47401.
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COMMUNITIES — National magazine
about community movement. Bimonthly,
$6.00/year, $1.00/sample. P. O. Box 426-R,
Louisa, VA 23093.

SERVICES

$ 9.50
$16.00

Name _
Address.

Q Renewal

n Payment Enclosed

City

n Change My Address to:

State .

Zip.

All subscription correspondence should be sent to:
Ramparts, 2054 University Avenue, Berkeley, California 94704
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